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Answers for the anarchy In , Richard Weaver told us that ideas have consequences. A few short years earlier,
Hitler said, "let me control the textbooks and I will control the State. Yes, ideas clearly have consequences.
Good ideas lead to good places and bad ideas lead to bad places. As your grandmother said: Garbage in,
garbage out. November 6 is election day. However, I have come to realize that creating laws against these
things is not the solution. We have to operate within the framework that we are in. As Christians, our job is to
love others, not legislate against them. Published September 30, Shares Why Lady Justice must be blind
George Barna, in his book "What Americans Believe," points out that 87 percent of non-Christians and 77
percent of self-described born-again Christians agreed with the statement "People are basically good. Contrary
to popular belief, and flying in the face of multiple denials, liberals and progressives alike actually do believe
in God. In fact, those on the cultural left such as the ladies on "The View," or the talking heads on MSNBC,
prove their "biblical faith" as persistently and aggressively as anyone, and they do so every day. Published
September 16, Shares Accusing Brett Kavanaugh of judicial activism Susan Brooks Thistlewaite, professor of
theology and former president of Chicago Theological Seminary, penned an op-ed for Patheos this past week
excoriating the Supreme Court nominee, Judge Brett Kavanaugh as "a pre-selected political ideologue" of,
what she considers to be, the myopic and agenda-drivenright. The best of times, but yet the worst. Published
September 2, Shares It turns out, we believe in sin after all When Bill Clinton was philandering and lying
about it, media elites told us over and over again that our conservative objections were priggish and
judgmental. It was none of our business. Traditional standards about marital fidelity and sexual chastity were
antiquated and puritanical; something to lampoon on "Saturday Night Live" and something to mock on "The
Late Show," but surely nothing we should concern ourselves about or take seriously in modern times. It also
exposes the Big Lie -- the fact that members of the elite class really never believed any of their previous
posturing about human rights, personal freedom and the dignity of every human being. Their call for diversity
and inclusion was simply sleight-of-hand. Published August 12, Shares A back-to-school message As a
university president, one of my obligations is to speak at various different church events. For 16 years, I have
traveled the nation delivering talks on everything from religious liberty and academic freedom to the
"snowflake rebellion" and the importance of the historical liberal arts model of higher education. Published
August 5, Shares The arrogance of youth You know the story -- Narcissus was the son of the river god
Cephissus. He ran in the foothills and forests of Greece, he joined with the fawns and dryads in the woodland
sports as they ran in the fields and climbed the mountains. He was incredibly handsome. Published July 29,
Shares The audacity of Obama This past week, Barack Obama delivered a speech where he said,
"unfortunately too much of politics today seems to reject the very concept of objective truth People just make
stuff up He challenges the left and the right by saying both have missed the truth of the Gospel by ironically
committing the same error: Fixating on sin rather than focusing on transformation. All of the sudden, the
mainstream media, Hollywood, the liberal church, and other members of our national intelligentsia seem to
care about what the Bible says. In particular, they appear to have suddenly acquired some affection for the Old
Testament â€” a book that, heretofore, these proud members of the "smarter-than-thou" club have excoriated
as laden with "hate-filled rhetoric. Chesterton spoke of the unavoidable consequences of denying God as our
Creator and worshipping science above the sacred. Observing that the naturalists of his day were only too
willing to turn their science into a philosophy and then impose their new religion upon all of culture with near
fanatic zeal, Chesterton said, "I [have] never said a word against eminent men of science. What I complain of
is a vague popular philosophy which supposes itself to be scientific when it is really nothing but a sort of new
religion and an uncommonly nasty one.
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Piper Perri made her adult film debut on November 5th, just five months after her 19th birthday. Her ethnicity
is part Irish, part sicillian part Ukrainian and even a little Native Indian. I mean, prior to porn she was working
at a restaurant in charge of the salad bar so who can blame her? She was born on June 5, in Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania. Throughout her youth she would travel all over America spending time in Maryland, Florida,
New Orelans, Texas, Arizona, Hawaii but never staying in one place for too long. Her parents divorced when
she was young and Piper would travel the states with her mom who was a dancer and her boyfriend who Piper
today considers her father. As young as ten she was sexually active starting off with her girlfriends. One of her
these girls was a little confused about what they had done and told her mom, following this there were no
more sleepovers. Piper lost her virginity at the age of just 13 to a guy who was 18, or something like that. She
lied telling him she was The dude had her over, put on The Exorcist which is a pretty weird movie to set the
mood for a hook up, but it worked and they did it not once but seven times. She quickly earned for herself the
reputation of being a nympho at school and started collecting V-cards from the fellas she was growing up
with. Sounds like there are a ton of young bucks all over the states who are like I knew her before the braces.
In high school Piper opted to attend a Fine Arts Academy where she took some theatre, her favorite film is
Moulin Rouge which I suppose was another sign of her underlying freak. She also decided to give modeling a
go and set up a page on Model Mayham at the age of Now this story actually takes an extremely tragic turn.
Piper got pregnant early on and had a son named Hayden. Piper got out of a bad relationship presumably with
her babies father. She told Piper that she would have a big career in porn and asked her for some photos. When
Piper met her agent her performer name was given to her likely due to the popularity of the lead character of
Piper on the show Orange Is The New Black at the time. Her first scene was a nude foot fetish video and as
Piper got more comfortable with the work she took on more and more. What does her mother have to say
about all this? Her Mom had been approached many a time herself to get into the biz but it was never for her.
She is encouraging her daughter to one day work for Vivid. While her career was blossoming she had a
boyfriend back home taking care of her child in New Oreleans. There were also evidence of drugs found in the
home. The medical bills for her young boy who was suffering from subdural hematomas, brain swelling,
retinal hemorrhaging in both eyes began to climb Piper set up a Go Fund Me Page and set out a message via
Twitter. Through this tragedy Piper set up a non profit organization to help others going through the same
thing and the young boys organs were donated to other sick children. His heart to a girl under 5 and his liver to
a boy under 5. Remarkably Piper managed to move forward after this event and get back to work. She is
moving quickly up the charts and becoming one of the most sought after stars of As for the rest of the story,
well you know the story because this is Before They Were Famous.
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Vincent is a genteel lady living in reduced circumstances with her son and daughter, Rupert and Barbara. They
now live in rooms in a boarding house which has seen better times and, due to these surroundings, are unable
to entertain people of similar class and upbringing. Rupert has just started a job in the city, with excellent
prospects but, at this point in time, only a small income. Barbara enjoyed a trip to Egypt the previous winter
with â€” and paid for by â€” her richer cousin. On this trip she met a young man called Jim Masterson, who is
interested in courting her, but who would be put off if he saw their reduced circumstances. Looking through
the Morning Post, Mrs St. Vincent sees an advertisement for a house to let in Westminster, furnished, and with
a nominal rent. Although she thinks she has little chance of being able to afford the house, she goes to see the
house agents and then the house itself, and is instantly taken with it and pleasantly surprised at its very low
rent. The agents offer her the house for a six-month rental. Barbara is delighted, but Rupert is suspicious â€”
the house belonged to Lord Listerdale, who disappeared eighteen months previously and supposedly turned up
in East Africa, supplying his cousin, Colonel Carfax, with power of attorney. Delicious food regularly turns up
on the table. After three months, Mrs St. Vincent is very happy in the house and Jim has proposed to Barbara.
Rupert still entertains his suspicions, and is somewhat convinced that Listerdale is not in Africa, but has
perhaps been murdered, and his body hidden in the house. Rupert also suspects Quentin of being part of
whatever plot has occurred. Spotting someone who resembles Quentin, he questions the man, who tells him he
is really called Quentin; was butler to Lord Listerdale; but retired on a pension to an estate cottage some time
before. Rupert brings the real butler to London and to confronts the fake one. The real butler tells an
astonished St. Vincent family that the fake is in fact Lord Listerdale himself. His Lordship explains that,
ashamed of his selfish life to date, he faked his relocation to Africa, and has since spent his time helping
people like the St. Vincents, whose lives have been reduced to something akin to begging. Over the past few
months, he has fallen in love with Mrs St. Vincent, and now proposes marriage to the delighted lady. Annoyed
in turn with his uncle, George makes plans to leave home. He is happily alone in the first class carriage when a
girl jumps onto the train begging to be hidden. George chivalrously hides her under the train seat before a
moustached foreign man appears at the window and "demands" his niece back. George calls a platform guard
who detains the foreign man, and the train departs. At the next station, she gets off the train. While speaking to
George through the window, she spots a man with a small dark beard further down the platform getting into
the train and tells George to keep an eye on him and to guard safely a package that she hands to him. George
follows the bearded man down to Portsmouth, books into the same commercial hotel, and watches him
carefully. He is aware that there is another, ginger-haired man carefully watching both of them. He follows the
bearded man as he goes on a quick walk through the streets, which ends up taking them both back to their
hotel with no sign of any assignation. George wonders if the bearded man has spotted that he is being
watched. His puzzlement increases when two foreign men call at the hotel and ask George although calling
him "Lord Rowland" where the Grand Duchess Anastasia of Catonia, a small Balkan state, has gone to. The
younger of the two men grows violent but George is able to subdue him with Jiu-Jitsu. The two men leave,
uttering threats. That night, George watches the black-bearded man as he secretes a small packet behind the
skirting board in the bathroom. Returning to his own room, George finds the package Elizabeth gave him has
gone from its hiding place under the pillow. After breakfast, the package has returned to his room but,
investigating its contents at last, George finds only a box with a wedding ring inside it. He deduces that the
man escaped via the fire escape just before he hears a noise from inside the wardrobe and, investigating, is
attacked from within by the ginger-haired man. The black-bearded man was called Mardenberg and was a
foreign spy who secreted the plans of the Portsmouth harbour defences behind the skirting board. His
accomplice is a young girl, and George wonders if this could have been Elizabeth? At the next station
Elizabeth gets onto the train and explains events to George. He proposes to her. He is a romantic at heart who
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wishes he was masterful and rugged like the men he reads of in novels. On Christmas Eve, on holiday from his
work as a clerk, he goes for a drive into the country. He returns to his vehicle and drives back to London but
on the way, reaching into the door pocket for his muffler, he instead finds a diamond necklace. In shock, he
realises that although it is the same model car as his, it is not the same car. By coincidence, he got into the
wrong car after his walk and drove off. He returns to the Punch Bowl but his car has gone. He keeps the
assignation and meets a beautiful woman in evening dress and cloak who thinks he is someone called Gerald.
She gets in the car but realises quickly that Edward has only recently learnt to drive and takes the wheel
herself. He does so and receives a passionate kiss in return. He happily admits to the competition win and
buying the car and tells her that he means to marry her next month, despite her objections. Jane in Search of a
Job[ edit ] Jane Cleveland, a young woman of twenty-six, is in need of a job. Her financial position is
precarious and she lives in a shabby boarding house. Browsing the Daily Leader jobs column, she finds
nothing of note, but in the personal column she sees an advert for a young woman of her age, build and height
who is a good mimic and can speak French. She goes to the address given and is one of many girls queuing up
in answer to the advert. Presenting herself there as instructed, Jane is again interviewed by the Count and then
introduced to an ugly middle-aged lady by the title of Princess Poporensky who both declare her to be
suitable. Finally, Jane is introduced to the Grand Duchess Pauline of Ostrava, exiled from her country after a
Communist revolution. Jane is similar in looks and colouring to the Grand Duchess although she is slightly
smaller in height. It is explained to Jane that the Grand Duchess is the target of assassination attempts by the
people who overthrew and slaughtered her family and that they want Jane to act as a decoy for her during the
next two weeks when she is in Britain and has to attend several charitable events. Jane agrees and is given
money to stay at the nearby Blitz hotel under the assumed name of Miss Montresor of New York and to buy a
dress to wear when she is following the Grand Duchess to the events, during which they will swap dresses
when they suspect that a kidnap or murder attempt is imminent. Three days later, the bazaar is taking place.
The main feature of it is that one-hundred society women will each donate one pearl, which will be auctioned
the next day. The real Grand Duchess declares the bazaar open and meets the people there. Jane is travelling
back with the Princess Poporensky when the chauffeur takes them down a side road and down an unknown
and secluded route, stops the car and holds up the two women with a pistol. They are at an empty house,
which they are locked in. A short time later, bowls of soup are given to the two women, which Jane eats but
the Princess refuses. Jane falls asleep suddenly The next day Jane wakes up. She is alone in the house and
inexplicably back in her red dress. She finds a newspaper in the house, which states that the charity bazaar was
help up by a girl in a red dress and three other men. They stole the pearls and got away. The girl in the red
dress has been traced as staying at the Blitz hotel under the name of Miss Montresor of New York â€” Jane
realises that she has been set up by a gang of jewel thieves. She hears someone in garden and finds a young
man coming round from having been knocked out. He and Jane swap stories and the young man reveals that
he was at the bazaar and was puzzled when he saw the Grand Duchess enter a room in low-heeled shoes and
exit in high-heeled ones. He followed her to the empty house and saw a second car arrive with three men and a
woman in a red dress. They suddenly become aware that another man is nearby and listening to them. He
introduces himself as Detective-Inspector Farrell and, having overheard the stories that the two told, all has
become clear to him; and he realises what really happened at the bazaar hold-up and that Jane is innocent. The
young man reveals that having seen Jane at the bazaar, he has fallen in love with herâ€¦ A Fruitful Sunday[
edit ] Dorothy Pratt, a housemaid, is enjoying a Sunday drive in a cheap old car with her young man, Edward
Palgrove. Stopping off near a stream, they sit by the road to eat the fruit and read in a discarded Sunday paper
of the theft of a ruby necklace worth fifty thousand pounds. A moment later, they find such a necklace in the
bottom of the basket! Edward is shocked by the suggestion and demands that she hand them over which she
reluctantly does. The next day, Dorothy contacts Edward. She has come to her senses after a sleepless night
and realises that they must hand the necklace back. On the way back from his office-clerk job that night,
Edward reads the latest developments on the jewel robbery in the newspaper but it is another adjacent story,
which catches his attention. He meets Dorothy that night and shows her the second story â€” it is about a
successful advertising stunt in which one out of fifty baskets of fruit sold will contain an imitation necklace.
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To their mutual relief, they realise that they are not the possessors of the stolen necklace. The Golden Ball[
edit ] George Dundas is sacked by his uncle from his job for taking too much time off work. He is accused of
not grasping the "golden ball of opportunity". Walking through the city, he is stopped by a society girl, Mary
Montresor, in her expensive touring car who driving past Hyde Park Corner questions George as to whether or
not he would like to marry her. Going along with her, George agrees. Heading southwest they spot a house on
the brow of a hill that Mary likes and go to investigate. Mary states that they will suggest to anyone that is
there that they thought it belonged to a "Mrs Pardonstenger" to cover up their investigations. Peeping through
the windows they are approached by a butler who does not seem surprised by the pseudonym Mary uses and
asks them into the house. Once inside they are quickly accosted by a man and a woman. The man produces a
revolver and tells George and Mary to go upstairs at gunpoint. At the top of the stairs, George suddenly fights
back and knocks the man out badly.
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Few realise however, that the story is based on real events, which evolved over the years into a fairy tale made
to scare children. For those unfamiliar with the tale, it is set in in the town of Hamelin, Lower Saxony,
Germany. This town was facing a rat infestation, and a piper, dressed in a coat of many coloured, bright cloth,
appeared. This piper promised to get rid of the rats in return for a payment, to which the townspeople agreed
too. Although the piper got rid of the rats by leading them away with his music, the people of Hamelin
reneged on their promise. The furious piper left, vowing revenge. On the 26 th of July of that same year, the
piper returned and led the children away, never to be seen again, just as he did the rats. Nevertheless, one or
three children were left behind, depending on which version is being told. One of these children was lame, and
could not keep up, another was deaf and could not hear the music, while the third one was blind and could not
see where he was going. The earliest known record of this story is from the town of Hamelin itself depicted in
a stained glass window created for the church of Hamelin, which dates to around AD. Although it was
destroyed in , several written accounts have survived. The oldest comes from the Lueneburg manuscript c â€”
50 , which stated: The supposed street where the children were last seen is today called Bungelosenstrasse
street without drums , as no one is allowed to play music or dance there. Incidentally, it is said that the rats
were absent from earlier accounts, and only added to the story around the middle of the 16 th century.
Moreover, the stained glass window and other primary written sources do not speak of the plague of rats.
There have been numerous theories trying to explain what happened to the children of Hamelin. For instance,
one theory suggests that the children died of some natural causes, and that the Pied Piper was the
personification of Death. By associating the rats with the Black Death, it has been suggested that the children
were victims of this plague. Yet, the Black Death was most severe in Europe between and , more than half a
century after the event in Hamelin. Another theory suggests that the children were actually sent away by their
parents, due to the extreme poverty that they were living in. One of the darker theories even proposes that the
Pied Piper was actually a paedophile who crept into the town of Hamelin to abduct children during their sleep.
One of the darker themed representations of the Pied Piper of Hamelin. Nevertheless, the transmission of this
story undoubtedly evolved and changed over the centuries, although to what extent is unknown, and the
mystery of what really happened to those children has never been solved. The story also raises the question, if
the Pied Piper of Hamelin was based on reality, how much truth is there in other fairy tales that we were told
as children? An illustration of the Pied Piper of Hamelin.
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Early life[ edit ] Toombs was born in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan on April 17, , [1] [12] and was raised in
Winnipeg, Manitoba. He attended Windsor Park Collegiate. As a young man, he became proficient in playing
the bagpipes , though he repeatedly stated that he was unsure exactly where he picked them up. He won the
Golden Gloves boxing championship. His first match in a pro and famous organization was with the legendary
Larry Hennig in the American Wrestling Association. So, after seeing the pipe band he then announced
"Ladies and Gentlemen, here comes Roddy the piper", thus giving birth to "Roddy Piper" and the name stuck.
Piper also defeated Chavo for the Americas Heavyweight Title. Piper and Guerrero lost the match and faced
each other two days later, with Piper defeating Guerrero for the Americas Heavyweight Championship.
During the summer of , Piper became a fan favorite after knocking out Don Muraco and Ole Anderson to save
broadcast partner Gordon Solie from Muraco, who had grown angry at Solie questioning his tactics. In
Wrestling to Rasslin, Gerald W. Morton and George M. Seeing Solie hurt, Piper unleashed his Scottish fury
on Muraco. In the week that followed, like Achilles avenging Patroklas, he slaughtered villain after villain In
the arenas fans chanted his name throughout his matches. Piper returned to the Georgia area in the summer of
to aid Tommy Rich during his rivalry with Buzz Sawyer. Eventually, Piper moved back to Jim Crockett
Promotions. As a fan favorite, Piper feuded with Sgt. Slaughter , Ric Flair, and Greg Valentine. This became
known as "The Year of the Ear". Piper debuted in the WWF as a manager because of injuries he suffered
during a dog-collar match at Starrcade; he managed "Dr. D" David Schultz and "Mr. In Born to Controversy,
Piper recalled how during the match he had to keep Mr. T busy to cover Mr. From this situation, Piper and Mr.
T in a boxing match at WrestleMania 2 in , which Piper lost by disqualification after bodyslamming Mr. This
led to their Hair vs. Intercontinental Heavyweight Champion â€” [ edit ] In , Piper returned from a two-year
hiatus. Piper would gain several more victories against Dibiase that month, and also against Randy Savage in
June. The feud was heavily promoted on TV and Piper would face Rude in many matches throughout the
house show tours, including steel cage and lumberjack matches. The feud came to a head when the stipulation
stated that if Piper beat Rude, Heenan would have to dress as Santa Claus for an episode of Prime Time.
However the feud would continue until March with Piper winning the majority of their matches throughout
including a win over Bobby Heenan. Brown would go on to mock Piper for wearing a "skirt". Bad News
would take this as being offensive behind the scenes. According to a behind the scenes interview, neither man
would agree lose to each other. He made his return playing the bagpipes at SummerSlam. He wrestled twice
more against the Kid on house shows that month. Piper had become the object of affection for Goldust. Piper
pursued in his white Ford Bronco , the aerial footage shown was actually that of the O. Simpson "low-speed"
chase from two years prior. This was made clear by Piper himself, who recalled the event on an episode of
Pipers Pit the Podcast. The two eventually returned to the arena, where Piper disrobed Goldust in the ring,
effectively ending the confrontation. His team lost the match. Piper moved on to feud with other members of
nWo. On the March 30 episode of Nitro, Piper defeated Hogan by disqualification. Page won the match for his
team. Forced by Russo, Piper called for the bell when Hart locked in the Sharpshooter on Goldberg, when it
was apparent that Goldberg had not submitted. Roddy Gets Rowdy, was released. This storyline also saw
Piper tear off the fake leg of one-legged wrestler Zach Gowen , who was playing a Hogan fan. Later at the
event, Piper lost to Mr. While Piper defeated both Ortons in a handicap match and submitted Bob in a six-man
tag match, the feud ended with Randy interfering in a singles match between Piper and Bob, disqualifying
Bob, but beating down Piper. Piper returned to Raw on September 11, for a six-man tag team match win with
The Highlanders against the Spirit Squad. Tâ€”buried the hatchet in a backstage segment. Piper later
apologized to Austin. According to Bobby "The Brain" Heenan , he could just leave Piper in a room and return
twenty minutes later with Piper having done a class-A promo. In particular, he helped power the success of the
first WrestleMania: After being introduced to him through Gene LeBell , Piper gave her his approval to use
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the nickname. After quickly winning it, she noted him first in her post-fight interview.
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The Orange Is the New Black Season 6 finale ends on a hopeful note for Piper â€” and spells doom for some
other fan-favorite inmates. Later, Alex sneaks up on her fiancee and is given the good news. Sensing that
Pipes needs further assurance, Alex surprises her with a last-minute prison wedding on the morning of her
release. The ceremony is officiated by Nicky and attended by Lorna, Cindy and Flaca. She insists that her
prison wife continue to play by the rules and not risk adding more time to her sentence. Badison interrupts to
give Alex a shiv, then everyone heads outside for the big gang war â€” I mean, kickball game. Piper kisses
Alex goodbye and files out with the rest of the parolees, while Alex heads to the field. In the hall, Piper is
standing in line with her fellow early releases. Instead, she and fellow immigrant parolees are escorted out a
different door and collected by ICE. Piper, meanwhile, is greeted by Cal. Could she go on to write that
memoir on which the series is based, the one first teased midway through Season 6? Hmmâ€¦ Outside, Maria
warns McCullough about the impending violence. This way, they can mix up the players and avoid a C-block
vs. And so, everyone tucks away their shivs and continues the game. Meanwhile, back inside, sisters Carol and
Barb meet in a supply closet. The two plan to sneak into Florida and kill Frieda, but ultimately kill each other
instead. Last but certainly not least is Taystee. But none of it matters to Taystee, who insists there will be no
justice for her or for Poussey. He catches up to him in the staircase and throws him against the wall. But the
officer fights back, punching Caputo in the face before running off.
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The Roddy Piper Story. For Piper, the journey included trips back to his Canadian roots to meet with family
and friends to hear their stories. Ultimately, it was a journey that was cut short by his death. It was a decision
Toombs deemed "the most emotionally rewarding" project she had ever taken on. Not only was he a staunch
protector of the business from outsiders a prevailing theme in his feud with actor Mr. To that end, his children
made it a point not to sugarcoat his struggles. In the process, she spent almost a decade getting to know her
father on a deeper level as an adult, including a stretch in which the two lived together and Piper became a
mentor of sorts -- passing down his insatiable work ethic. You have to live it and breathe it. You have to do it
all the time," Toombs continued. As great as he was at improv, he really did put a lot of work in behind the
scenes. She credits his ability to make the underdog a star, as well as his legendary stubbornness behind the
scenes, in helping the industry evolve from its "Wild West" early days. In that regard, Piper was never afraid
to walk away for stretches on his own principles to explore new opportunities, knowing that his talent would
one day allow him to return. I think that did a lot in making sure that the talent and the work paid off for these
guys down the road. People learned to love the art of the villain through him, and really started rooting for the
heel. George Roderick Toombs, or simply, Dad. And her favorite story that explains his unique character goes
back to when she was But as soon as the two of them entered the rental car, Toombs received a much
different tour. Soon, the two were startled by a scary individual who approached the vehicle. They will never
link it back to us. The Roddy Piper Story is in stores now.
8: Piper by Jay Asher
After colliding with a semi-truck, Don Piper died and went to heaven. Ninety minutes later he returned to life on earth.
After years of silence, he is now sharing his life-changing story.

9: CiNii Books - The piper dies and other stories
Piper was the subject of news stories around the world. T-shirts and hoodies with his image were made. A photo of him
won a U.S. Coast Guard-sponsored contest.
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